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Jumpy Haha is a 2D platformer that is made to be completed as fast as possible. The main mechanic is jumping and boosting into walls. Bouncing off a wall gives you
some speed and another boost. You can also repeatedly jump and boost into the ground to gain extra speed. There are a ton of short cuts in the levels that are
possible. Thanks to Zach Paquette for modeling the character!! Here are my times: About This Game: Jumpy Haha is a 2D platformer that is made to be completed as
fast as possible. The main mechanic is jumping and boosting into walls. Bouncing off a wall gives you some speed and another boost. You can also repeatedly jump and
boost into the ground to gain extra speed. There are a ton of short cuts in the levels that are possible. Thanks to Zach Paquette for modeling the character!! Here are
my times: About This Game: Jumpy Haha is a 2D platformer that is made to be completed as fast as possible. The main mechanic is jumping and boosting into walls.
Bouncing off a wall gives you some speed and another boost. You can also repeatedly jump and boost into the ground to gain extra speed. There are a ton of short cuts
in the levels that are possible. Thanks to Zach Paquette for modeling the character!! Here are my times: About This Game: Jumpy Haha is a 2D platformer that is made
to be completed as fast as possible. The main mechanic is jumping and boosting into walls. Bouncing off a wall gives you some speed and another boost. You can also
repeatedly jump and boost into the ground to gain extra speed. There are a ton of short cuts in the levels that are possible. Thanks to Zach Paquette for modeling the
character!! Here are my times: About This Game: Jumpy Haha is a 2D platformer that is made to be completed as fast as possible. The main mechanic is jumping and
boosting into walls. Bouncing off a wall gives you some speed and another boost. You can also repeatedly jump and boost into the ground to gain extra speed. There
are a ton of short cuts in the levels that are possible. Thanks to Zach Paquette for modeling the character!! Here are my times: About This Game: Jumpy Haha is a 2D
platformer that is made to be completed as fast as possible. The

Perilous Warp Features Key:
47 unique rooms
15 opponents, including two bosses
100 turns max
9 Theme Types (Season) and 20 Theme Types (Starter)
9 different Trophies
4-Player Local Multiplayer on the SDSL-25Wi-Fi Adapter, you pair directly to the GbaLink.

Perilous Warp is a hack of the original RPG Game<game name>. Perilous Warp uses the same battle system as RPG Game<game name>. All information that is input into that original
Battle System is used here. Character logic, battles, stage transitions, shops, and more are mostly identical in the newer game.

Note: This hack is using the new (mature) database, In this, the new Trophies are not implemented

Perilous Warp is playable with a Game Boy Advance Game Link Cable and GbaLinkAdapter in your Windows Platform. It's also works well with a SDSL-25 Wi-Fi adapter on a Mac or
Linux machine. You can also play using a CD-ROM drive as a secondary game, there is only one ROM cartridge known to be compatible in the latest version, the RPG GAME ONE: MINI
SOUND TRIPPER!

Content for Perilous Warp:
Perilous Warp requires NEW SDSL-25 Wi-Fi Adapter drive to be installed, connect with either the adapter's game icon, or with the game link icon, on your desktop. Game Link under 'Explore Desktop' will make the adapter appear as a disc drive. 

1) Connection Required:

  

2) Installing the Files:
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